
TCCC Covid Policy 1/20/22 update 

 

Summary of Revisions 1/20/22 

1) Quarantine period after a positive COVID test or close contact exposure for those applicable is 

reduced from 14 days to 10 days, returning on the 11th day if symptoms are improving and the 

swimmer is fever-free 24 hours without fever reducing medications. 

2) Previous procedure scenarios defining different exposure conditions were removed and replaced 

with the "decision trees" from DOH for guidance. As DOH updates their decision trees, TCCC will 

update as well and align with DOH. 

 

Tips: Bring a ziplock to practice with your name on it for mask and leave at blocks so you can enter and 

exit masked.  

 

 



 

3) Additional info if members choose to be Up to date with vaccinations (to 

clarify what it considered fully vaccinated) to follow the "YES" flow of the tree included in the 

document per CDC and DOH guidance. 

4) TCCC will accept At-Home Covid tests due to difficult to find appointments for tests right now, 

and as PCR tests are taking so long to result. This gives TCCC members all the testing options 

available to choose from. Requirements defined regarding how to submit proof of at home test results. 

4)  If you are symptomatic, stay home and get tested. 

5) Notify Coach of results by text or email. 

6) A reduction in days of quarantine for the swimmers that are not vaccinated or up to date (or 

recovered from Covid within the last 90 days) when there is a household positive close contact. 

7) A change in the requirements for up-to date and asymptomatic swimmers that have a household 

positive contact to provide proof of negative tests on day 5 and day 10 to continue swimming. 

8) Addition of Coach-implemented mitigation measures for practice sets when TCCC is experiencing an 

elevated occurrence of positive cases. 

(CBRC Stay home if family member tests positive, test day 5 if asymptomatic) 

Stay out of pool 10 days since we can not wear masks while swimming.  

You will be asked to leave if you enter with no mask, The facilities are posting requirements and we 

must follow them to remain swimming.  

 


